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          NEW Body Serum 
 Game-Changing Luxury Skincare, Now for the Entire Body.
        

      

          
            “The results were immediate, my skin felt refreshed and younger after first use.”
          

        

          
            Our innovative biotech encapsulation powering every product.
          

        

            
              NEW 
Body Serum
SHOP NOW
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              The Healing Concentrate™
LEARN MORE
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              15% off Your First Order
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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            DISCOVER
          

            Omorovicza Rewards
          

            Earn points as you shop and unlock special rewards and unique experiences.

          

                START EARNING POINTS
              

      

    






    
      
        
                        Active Cleanse
                      

                        Your two-step evening skincare ritual
                      

                        Introduce an Active Cleanse to your evening skincare routine to effectively cleanse skin while preparing for next steps. First, use an oil-based cleansing balm to remove makeup, SPF and impurities, then follow with a water-soluble cream, foam, or lotion cleanser to target specific concerns.   


                      

                        LEARN MORE
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            NEW
          

            Discover the first-of-its-kind Body Serum
          

            A new addition to our collection of body care. Incorporating ingredients typically used in facial serums, the new Body Serum improves the texture and tone of skin in addition to delivering sustained hydration.  

          

                LEARN MORE
              

      

    






    
      
        
                    
                      The Mayfair 
Institute
                    
Located in the heart of Mayfair’s vibrant luxury district, our new flagship store and spa brings the healing waters of Budapest and the therapeutic touch of Hungarian Facial Massage to London.
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                        LONDON - BOOK NOW
                      


                    
                      The Budapest Institute
                    
Our original flagship store and spa is a modern take on centuries of curative culture, distilling Hungarian healing rituals into a new temple of Skin Therapy.
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                        BUDAPEST - BOOK NOW
                      



      

    

  



  
    
      
        The Body Edit
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      Body Serum
    


    $125



    
      

    

        Instantly hydrating body serum to improve texture and tone of skin
      



  
    Body Serum
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      Firming Neck Cream
    


    $149



    
      

    

        Nourishing cream to rejuvenate the neck and décolletage
      



  
    Firming Neck Cream
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      Firming Body Oil
    


    $81



    
      

    

        Aromatic body oil to rejuvenate and firm dry skin
      



  
    Firming Body Oil
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      Gold Sugar Scrub
    


    $93



    
      

    

        Exfoliating sugar scrub to smooth and refine skin from neck-to-toe
      



  
    Gold Sugar Scrub
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      Revitalizing Scalp Mask
    


    $79



    
      

    

        A pre-shampoo scalp mask to revitalize and detoxify the scalp
      



  
    Revitalizing Scalp Mask
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      Glam Glow
    


    $69



    
      

    

        Hydrating, citrus-scented self-tanner
      



  
    Glam Glow
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      Gold Shimmer Oil
    


    $82



    
      

    

        Aromatic oil to heal and hydrate dry skin, lending a subtle shimmer
      



  
    Gold Shimmer Oil
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      Youthful Hands
    


    $80



    
      

    

        This antioxidant-rich hand cream soothes, softens, and shields from environmental aggressors
      



  
    Youthful Hands
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      Scalp Reviver
    


    $92



    
      

    

        Innovative scalp treatment to refresh and soothe
      



  
    Scalp Reviver
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      Pure Hands
    


    $25



    
      

    

        Protect hands on-the-go with this moisturizing, rinse-free antibacterial hand cleansing gel
      



  
    Pure Hands
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          Shop by Skin Concern
Skin is ever-changing — it responds to environment, lifestyle and diet. 

Our range is designed with this in mind, catering to different preferences and needs to guide you towards optimal skin health no matter your skin type or concern.

                  	
                          Sensitive Skin
                        
	
                          Oily & Combination Skin
                        
	
                          Pigmentation & Unevenness
                        
	
                          Dry & Dehydrated Skin
                        


                  

                


                
                  Find Your Prescription
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                          Sensitive Skin
                        

                          Discover calming creams, moisturisers, and mists that work to nourish and protect.
                        

                          SHOP NOW
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                          Oily & Combination Skin
                        

                          Achieving harmony for oily or combination skin involves striking the right balance: controlling excess sebum and purifying while ensuring hydration and moisture retention.
                        

                          SHOP NOW
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                          Pigmentation & Unevenness
                        

                          To even out skin tone and prevent signs of ageing such as fine lines and hyperpigmentation, Omorovicza has combined innovative ingredients that target the skin to prevent the overproduction of melanin that can cause spots uneven pigment, clarify the complexion, and brighten tone.
                        

                          SHOP NOW
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                          Dry & Dehydrated Skin
                        

                          Revitalise and replenish dry skin with the transformative addition of oils, delivering lasting comfort and deep hydration whether used alone, layered, or mixed with serums and moisturisers.
                        

                          SHOP NOW
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Budapest in a bottle
Margaret de Heinrich, Founder
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One of the most coveted luxury skincare brands in the world.
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I can feel something magical in these waters.
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The stuff beauty dreams are made of
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A fairytale romance that begins with perfect skin
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This luxe skincare brand is worth the splurge
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            Welcome

          Please select your shipping location to continue to our online store.
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            Shipping to:
            
            


            
  


          


          
            Confirm shipping location
          
                  Canada (CA) - CAD
                  $
                

                  United States (US) - USD
                  $
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2 Free Samples
with every purchase
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Made with our patented
Healing Concentrate™
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Free delivery
on orders over $50



      

    

  


  
    
      Join our world. Get exclusive access to new products, events, and offers.

                

              

              By signing up you agree to our Terms & Conditions. You can unsubscribe at anytime you wish.
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        Reward points earned
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Subtotal (0 item):
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      Register your email address below to receive an email notification when this product becomes available.
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